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Executive Summary 
Defence Research and Development Canada (DRDC) and a fourth year University of Toronto 
design team have partnered for a multidisciplinary capstone design project. The design team 
consists of two industrial engineering students, two computer engineering students, and two 
computer science students. The design challenge is to create a physiological monitoring system 
that allows soldiers to view their personal physiological sensor data, and allows remote medics to 
view an aggregate measure of a team of soldiers’ data, as well as more detailed information on 
an individual.  

This document follows the previously submitted project requirements document, design proposal 
document and design critique presentation. It aims to summarize all the important elements of 
the project that have been stated before, report changes resulting from iterative design, and to 
break down the final functional prototype design and the decisions that led to it.  

The project requirements, divided into scope, stakeholders, functions, constraints and objectives, 
are consistent with the original requirements with two major exceptions: the inability to use 
actual sensors in development created a requirement to design and build a data simulator, and the 
requirements for a separate commander and medic application have collapsed into a single 
requirement, where the commander view will be the same as the medic’s home page.  

The design process was of an iterative nature, from the determination of alternative evaluation 
criteria to each iteration of software implementation in the final prototype. Each of the project’s 
four functional categories (data collection and storage, data processing, data transmission, and 
data display) are described in this fashion. Each category explains the criteria used to evaluate 
design alternatives in the design proposal, the alternative ultimately chosen, and how that 
alternative was implemented and iterated over. This document also details the process of 
integrating these isolated decisions into one functional system with explanations of the overall 
design of the applications.  

Both software and usability tests were performed in order to examine the design’s performance 
against the project objectives throughout iterations. The results of the usability testing on various 
prototypes informed many of the design iterations and have been given in this report.  

Finally, a plan for this project to go forward in various areas has been outlined. Both concrete 
steps in terms of software development and UI recommendations are detailed, as well as areas to 
consider for potential further research going forward in software optimization, extended use case 
scenarios, and added functionality.   
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1.0 Introduction 
This report presents an overview of the design product and the design process that the capstone 
team has created and followed. DRDC, the client, required the team to design and implement a 
software system to present graphical summaries of data drawn from multiple physiological 
monitoring devices. This software system has potential for usage in military research, training, 
and operations where soldiers’ physiological data can indicate performance and inform decision-
making.  
The capstone team took a holistic approach in creating a prototype that is functional, user-
friendly and consumes minimal resources. Functional design is divided into four parts: data 
collection and storage, data processing, data transmission and finally, data display and user 
interfaces, and the design process of each of these areas is described. Software usability is 
evaluated in multiple rounds of usability testing at different levels, including getting expert 
recommendations from the University of Toronto Interactive Media Lab. Bi-weekly client 
conferences ensured that client feedback was frequent and timely. 
This report gives an extensive description of the details of the final prototype with a focus on 
explaining how the final design was achieved and how it differs from initial design requirements 
through describing the iterative process the team went through. Suggestions and 
recommendations for directions of future development are provided to conclude the project. 
 

2.0 Revised Project Requirements 
This section summarizes final project requirements and how they have changed throughout the 
course of the past year. The changes have been influenced by the client and supervisor feedback. 
Previous design documents have been revisited to create a complete overview of the project. 
 

2.1 Project Scope  

The basis of this project was to develop a system that could collect and display physiological 
parameters to inform soldiers, medics and commanders of the physiological status of soldiers. 
This system was to comprise of at least two Android applications: one for a PDA that soldiers 
carry, one for an Android tablet that a medic carries, and potentially a separate application for the 
device a commander carries. The initial physiological parameters to be included were; the heart 
rate, respiration rate, and core and skin temperature. The scope was expanded to include 
gathering accelerometer data to feed into a sleep tracking algorithm in order to monitor soldiers’ 
fatigue level.  
Originally, the project description detailed the system as 10 soldiers, each with a wearable device 
that measured various physiological parameters and broadcasted that data via Bluetooth to their 
PDA. The 10 PDAs would connect to a remote medic, who would be able to see the ten soldiers’ 
status on their tablet. Unfortunately, the sensor set that was to be used for the project, the 
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Equivital LifeMonitor, does not have an open source API and requires a license for software 
development. Furthermore, the alternate option for sensors, the Hexoskin SmartShirt, has an 
open API but no direct Bluetooth interface capabilities. With no sensors to create a real-time 
application with, the project scope changed to include designing and building a sensor simulator 
that could be read as if the team was able to use real-time data. Further development in this area 
also required that a somewhat realistic data generator be built as well. 
 

2.2 Stakeholders  

The following were identified as the main stakeholders of this project. Their interest has been 
considered largely in its development and the engagement among them has helped shape the 
overall outcome of the design project. 
 

1. Client - The main interest is determining how the application would be useful in the 
operational decision-making process of the users. The client served as the bridge to 
communicate the needs and preferences of the actual users (soldiers, medics and  
commanders) as well as giving guidance and approval of the design choices made by the 
team. 

 
2. Users - Their main impact was on the design of the interfaces given the service 

environment and human factors objectives considered in the design. There was no direct 
contact with the team but a focus group study of the commanders was done by the client 
as well as usability testing performed on soldiers. Other participants of usability testing 
were asked to role play as soldier or medic users so as to give constructive feedback. 

 
3. Design Team - The main interest was in applying the skills and knowledge acquired in 

their engineering education to develop a system that meets the client’s requirements and 
solves the design challenge. The execution of this project involved applying disciplinary 
knowledge, researching and learning supplementary skills, as well as coordination and 
integration of the three disciplines to ensure the optimization of team dynamics and 
expertise. 

 

2.3 Refinement of Engineering Requirements  

Throughout the course of this project, the original functions and constraints have remained 
mostly constant, although some have been added as more information became available to the 
team. The objectives have evolved as a function of the team’s gradually increased understanding 
as they iterated through various design stages. 
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2.3.1 Functions and Constraints 

The primary functions of the project have not changed with two exceptions: first, without the 
ability to interface with a set of physiological sensors, a simulator was required to be designed 
and built to model realistic data collection. Secondly, originally a separate commander indicator 
was required, whereas now an aggregated commander view will look the same as the medic 
homepage, and is not a separate application. The primary functions and their constraints are 
summarized as follows: (Please refer to Appendix A for full PDA, tablet, and network 
specifications to determine exact constraints) 

a) Data Collection and Storage - Simulated physiological indicators will be generated and 
stored where they can be polled by each individual’s PDA, where up to 8 hours of history 
shall be stored. After transmission, on the medic tablet, up to 24 hours of history shall be 
stored. Constrained by hardware storage available on PDAs and medic tablet.  

b) Data processing - The system shall process and filter the physiological data gathered 
from the simulated sensors to the granularity required by each user. There will be an 
algorithm to determine overall health indicators for individuals and the team. The system 
will process physiological data according to a sleep classification algorithm in order to 
determine the quantity of sleep that will be used to assess the fatigue level. Constrained 
by processing power available for this application on PDAs. 

c) Data Transmission - The filtered data from every individual’s PDA must be transmitted 
to a central medical tablet via the network available through the soldiers’ radios. 
Constrained by the low bandwidth local network available through soldier radios. 

d) Data Display and User Interfaces - Health indicators shall be displayed in an easy to 
understand format, and shall be capable of displaying historical data of these measures. 
Constrained by the physical dimensions of the PDA and medic screens, as well as the 
methods by which an individual can interact with the display. 

 
In the original requirements document, the team also described several secondary functions that 
revolved around notifications, potentially with a subscription model for medics. On the PDA, the 
soldier would receive notifications, even if the application was in the background, if their 
physiological indicators went outside normal thresholds. This would also be true of the medic, 
and the medic would be able to create subscriptions to be notified of certain conditions on certain 
soldiers. Due to time constraints, and the fact that these were not in fact the primary functions, 
these were not prioritized and therefore not designed or implemented in the final prototype. 
One client request that ended up being similar to these secondary functions was in the PDA 
application, where if the application is open (and in the foreground), notifications on the 
navigation menu indicate which physiological data are abnormal. 
 

2.3.3 Objectives 
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Technical Objectives 
Initially, in the elucidation of project requirements, the team defined the technical objectives of 
this project as modularity and testability. However, when small proof of concept pieces of code 
were starting to be written for the design proposal, the team decided that these were software 
objectives, and not specific to this requirements of this project. Therefore the new objectives 
became to design towards minimal resource usage and ease of implementation. These objectives 
were also used to design the criteria used to evaluate design alternatives. For the rest of the 
project, these have remained the primary technical objectives.  
In more detail, minimal resource usage refers to minimizing on-disk storage used by the 
applications, minimizing the number of bytes sent over the network from PDA to medic, and 
keeping the computational intensity of the algorithmic components down. As the PDA and medic 
applications were developed, more specifically it referred to running periodic functions at the 
lowest frequency possible, broadcasting between threads at the lowest frequency possible, and 
saving only the data necessary for display and the computation of sleep and welfare. 
Ease of implementation refers to the amount of time required for development team members to 
learn to develop and use any libraries or previously unknown code strategies to implement a 
given design decision, the availability of resources for the development team to learn from, and 
the ease with which the team can test or verify that the code works.  

 
Human Factors Objectives 
The human factors objectives identified in the project requirements document were based on the 
usability of the applications and the design principles. The design team later prioritized these 
objectives based on their measurability so as to help choose among the design alternatives 
presented in the design proposal. These objectives are industry best practices. According to 
Nielsen’s usability heuristics for user interface design [1], the following were identified as the 
objectives to guide the graphical user interface design for the two applications: 

1. Visibility of the physiological status of the soldiers. This was achieved through 
minimizing the content on each page. 

2. Use of military conventions to match existing systems and the real world of the users. For 
instance, the use of a black background on the applications is consistent with other 
applications that would be present on a soldier’s PDA. 

3. User freedom and control during user interactions with the interfaces. The initial scope of 
the graphic user interface has been expanded to include tutorials and help pages. There 
are also configuration features which enable the user to define physiological ranges for 
soldiers. 

4. Consistency across the different pages of the apps and between the two applications 
where possible.  

5. Emphasis on recognition rather than recall so as to minimize the cognitive overload of the 
users. 
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6. Emphasis on flexibility and efficiency of usage during interactions. The interactions 
implemented in the final product allow for diverse modes of interaction: use of the 
scrollable tab bar or horizontal swiping of pages on the medic app. 

7. Minimalist design of the applications considering the service environment the users 
operate and interact with the applications in. 

8. User recognition, diagnosis, and recovery from errors during interactions. 
 

3.0 Iterative Design Process   
This section will detail the major design decisions made and how they may have changed over 
the course of the project due to changing requirements or their integration with other design 
elements. It has been divided into the major categories seen before in this project: data collection 
and storage, data processing, data transmission and data display. In the design proposal, metrics 
were determined for each category to compare alternatives. A weighted decision matrix was used 
in the design proposal for each major decision where alternatives were scored on the metrics and 
ultimately one alternative was chosen.  
 

3.1 Data Collection and Storage 

Without physiological sensors to collect data with, a data generator and simulator was built that 
could be interfaced with the PDA application to mimic real-time data collection. While the team 
could not interface the sensors with an application, we were able to collect data with the sensors 
and examine the sampling frequency they used for each parameter and the way the data was 
formatted by its on-board processor. With this information, and absolute bounds on each 
parameter (e.g. heart rate is between 30 and 200 bpm), a python script was written to generate a 
comma separated value (CSV) file of 24 hours of pseudorandom data that resembled what might 
be exported from a set of sensors. The first iteration of the script generated a value for each 
parameter at a given timestamp independently, so did not consider the previous value (for 
example, heart rate data would see jumps of 30-180bpm in 80ms). The script was revised to 
create more realistic data that factored in how much a value could change in a given time span. 
To build something that the PDA could access as sensors, the 24 hours of data was loaded into a 
MySQL server. In the PDA application, where the software would have interfaced with sensors 
the application connects to the server, and calls on a PHP script written to query the MySQL 
database. Each call queries for one minute of data based on the current time stamp. Since there 
was 24 hours of data collection, and only the time is examined and the date is ignored, this 
process is able to provide simulated data at any time.  
 
Data storage design decisions revolved around the type of database that would be used (relational 
or nonrelational), which specific database framework would be used, and what data would be 
stored. The alternatives were ranked in the design proposal based on the two established 
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technical objectives: minimizing resources and ease of implementation, as well as the suitability 
of the alternative to the data that was being collected. The chosen alternative, Couchbase DB, 
while unfamiliar to the team and therefore ranking poorly on ease of implementation, is a non 
relational database that is well suited to time series data such as the physiological sensor data that 
is collected.  
CouchbaseDB was implemented first on the PDA application, given that there is less data needed 
here than on the medic. It was decided that each timestamp of data, as it was collected, would be 
stored and indexed by its timestamp. As development progressed it was decided that data 
management module would be used to keep database access consistent across all areas of the 
application (ie, all queries would be built in the same way). Once this was built, the end storage 
model was to have one database for physiological data that had automatic 8 hour expiry on every 
row, and one database of static soldier information such as ID, name, and age.  
Given that this model worked well on the PDA, it was carried over to the medic: a data 
management module was created off the bat with much of the same functionality as the PDA. 
However, since the medic needs to store 10 soldiers worth of data, as well as extra form 
information that the PDA did not have, the data manager module on the medic keeps all form 
data in one database, all soldier static data in another (indexed by soldier ID), and maintains a 
map of soldier IDs to individual databases for physiological data. The reason that this is modeled 
this way (instead of, for example, keeping all heart rate data in one database, and all breathing 
data in another) is the pattern of data access. The medic GUI separates data visually by soldiers, 
and so the most logical storage pattern matches that separation.  
Iterations on the storage models made minor changes; physiological data went from being 
indexed by a string type timestamp to an integer millisecond value, queries were improved to 
gather only the absolute minimum data required for a given function, and any unneeded 
parameters were not stored (for example sleep values on the PDA, given that it was not required 
to be displayed).   
 

3.2 Data Processing  

Data processing encompasses two major algorithms that are a part of the system: the sleep and 
wellness algorithms. In the design proposal, data processing alternatives were evaluated using 
the two technical objectives: minimal resource usage and ease of implementation. Each 
algorithm also had more specific objectives to its purpose as well. Importantly, both algorithms 
were designed as portable java libraries in order to seamlessly integrate with both the PDA and 
medic applications with the same results.  
 

3.2.1 Sleep Classification 

Actigraphy (using tri-axial accelerometer data to classify sleep) was the successful alternative for 
sleep classification that arose from the decision matrices in the design proposal. While the other 
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alternative used heart rates and respiration rates to more accurately classify sleep and wake 
times, the effort to implement it far outweighed the increase in accuracy in implementing it over 
actigraphy (9%). Actigraphy is a well established algorithm to measure sleep using wearable 
devices and/or the built-in accelerometers in smartphones. It uses the following equation to 
classify sleep: 
 

  
Equation 1: Sleep classification for epoch n and threshold t. A is the sum of the magnitudes of 
the acceleration data collected in epoch n, and α is the weight assigned to that epoch.  
 
If the result of the left hand side of Equation 1 is less than some threshold t, the person is asleep, 
if not, the person is awake. In order to implement this, a java library was created that could be 
called and passed 2k + 1 rows of data (corresponding to the k from Equation 1) in the format of a 
JSON array, which is consistent with how data is stored in Couchbase in the system applications. 
The library call parsed out accelerometer values (x, y, and z axis) and calculated the sleep or 
wake status at time n. 
After client consultation, the team was recommended to implement a specific actigraphy 
algorithm known as the Cole-Kripke algorithm. This algorithm sums all the acceleration 
magnitudes over a minute (an ‘epoch’) and uses these values in the sleep/wake calculation, rather 
than taking every time stamp (every 40ms) as the first iteration did. This  reduced  the amount of 
data the PDA was collecting and transmitting over the network, because the acceleration sums 
were calculated on the PDA and then passed every one minute, rather than passing all three axes 
of accelerometer data every 40ms. The Cole-Kripke algorithm also had different alpha weights 
(from Equation 1) that had to be adjusted.  
In the final iteration of the system sleep library,  the second step of the Cole-Kripke algorithm 
was added. It has a rescoring mechanism that looks at all the values of sleep and wake it has 
already determined and rescores potential false sleep scores according to the number of 
preceding and following wake scores. This piece of the algorithm takes in 30 minutes of data at a 
time for rescoring (again in the format of a JSON array). 
In both the PDA and medic applications, a background service was created for the express 
purpose of periodically running the sleep algorithm. As UI design progressed and it was 
determined that sleep status was not required to be displayed on the PDA, the PDA background 
service was removed and no longer uses the sleep library. 
 

3.2.2 Welfare Algorithm  

DRDC initially suggested using the physiological strain index (PSI), a measure that combines 
heart rate and core temperature, to measure the strain of a user and use this as an indicator of 
well-being. While this was a good starting point for research, the team designed a separate 
algorithm that included all of the physiological parameters available and was more robust to 
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missing parameter values (in case of sensor malfunction), which performed far better against our 
technical objectives. This algorithm looks at all four of heart rate, breathing rate, and skin and 
core temperature and calculates an overall state (green, yellow, or red) based on the status of the 
available measures.  
In the first iteration of implementation, a library was created (similarly to how the sleep library 
was created) that took as input rows of data in the form of a JSON array. A hardcoded set of 
ranges was established for each parameter (for example, the green, ie normal, heart rate range 
was 40-70 bpm) that determined whether each parameter status was one of red, yellow, or green 
(or grey if not available). The library call parsed out each of the parameters, determined its 
status, and calculated an overall status based on the average of its available parameters. Green 
was equal to 1, yellow to 2, and red to 3. These numeric values were used to calculate an equally 
weighted average and outputted this value as a colour representing the overall state.  
In the second iteration, the code was reorganized and the ability to configure the ranges of each 
parameter was added, although the application interface to perform this was not added until later.  
Finally, the weight of each parameter was made configurable, so that for example if one were not 
using temperature sensors, all the weight in the overall average could be assigned to heart and 
breathing rate. Or if one were particularly concerned about core temperature, it could be more 
heavily weighted than others.  
In the Android applications, as with the sleep classification, a dedicated background service runs 
the algorithm once a minute as new data arrives, and saves the status back to the database. The 
output of the algorithm is also used to appropriately mark menu tabs with parameter statuses, and 
colour the status indicators on the homepages of the PDA and medic algorithms. 

3.3 Data Transmission 

Data transmission in this project’s system entails the movement of data between devices. The 
initial design of the system required data to be transmitted between physiological sensors and 
soldiers’ handheld devices via Bluetooth, and handheld devices and medic’s tablet via a wireless 
radio network.  However, due to the high cost of obtaining a software development license for 
the sensors, the client and the design team agreed to use simulated data as a data source instead 
of the physiological sensors. Thus the need to transmit data via Bluetooth was no longer a 
requirement. 
Physiological data needs to be transmitted between each soldier’s handheld device to a central 
tablet via a low-bandwidth wireless network. This data includes a soldier’s identifying 
information such as id and name, and their physiological data such as overall health status, heart 
rate, skin temperature etc. To design for the low bandwidth environment, the required granularity 
of data for algorithms and display was considered; updates to UI components happen once a 
minute, and both the welfare and sleep algorithms can operate on one minute data epochs. Due to 
this, some of the sensor data is discarded or aggregated to operate on a minimal, once per minute 
message. 
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Besides needing to be functional under the low bandwidth environment, other design 
considerations when implementing this module were ease of implementation and existing 
technical resources for the team to draw on. Two network protocols were examined (TCP and 
UDP) and TCP was selected. First and foremost, an open source library for running a TCP server 
on an Android device was available. Although TCP has higher network overhead than UDP, the 
control mechanisms built into this protocol along with the Android library made it the successful 
alternative for this part of the system. 
To implement the inter-device communication, the team built both applications around a client-
server model, where the medic’s tablet is a server, and the soldiers PDAs are clients. 
NanoHTTPD is the name of the Android library that was used to implement this on the medic 
application.  
The first iteration of implementation had a single PDA sending HTTP POST requests as it 
collected data. As development on the medic application continued, measures to limit the 
number of connections to ten arose, as well as recognizing when a new soldier was connecting 
and ensuring that the soldier requests contained all the required information to be able to display 
their status.   
 

3.4 Data Display and User Interfaces  

The following section illustrates the iterative design process of the user interfaces in the two 
applications (the soldier and the medic) from the initial low fidelity prototypes to high fidelity 
prototypes and finally the functional Android design. Any changes throughout iterations have 
been as a result of frequent client consultations and usability testing recommendations.  
 

3.4.1 Low fidelity prototyping  

The initial design for the PDA was designed completely by the design team, while a client 
recommendation laid the foundation for interface design for the medic application: a research 
paper by Tharion & Kaushik, “GUI for a remote medical monitoring system” [12]. After 
establishing the design requirements, identifying the human factors objectives of the system, and 
consulting the client to understand their needs, the design team translated the previously 
mentioned requirements into several GUI design alternatives for the PDA and the Medic. The 
initial designs made by the team were low fidelity prototypes, created using a sketching software 
called “Balzamiq”. These low fidelity prototypes were used to communicate ideas among team 
members and the client, and were also used to evaluate design alternatives, to ensure that the 
final design meets the requirements. The evaluation process for the user interfaces was 
conducted after establishing quantitative matrices to weigh the different design alternatives 
against to eventually choose a final design. (Refer to Appendix C for the low fidelity prototypes) 
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The three most important metrics for the PDA view are; visibility, consistency in design (implies 
an emphasis on recognition rather than recall) and the number of steps or clicks needed to access 
a particular information. Other metrics taken into consideration were use of military application 
design and minimalist design and an aesthetically pleasing interface. 
 
The most important human factors objectives considered in the design of the medic UI were 
visibility of the physiological status and a minimalist design. These metrics were mainly 
influenced by the client’s preferences. The visibility of the physiological status is dependent on 
the use of colours to differentiate the health status, the contrast between the black background 
and white or grey font, and the clear representation of information on the pages. The minimalist 
design preference was also weighted highly because it not only directly supports one of the 
primary functions of the application (data display) but also is a major interest of one of the main 
stakeholders (users). Other metrics considered are included in the human factors objectives 
(Refer to Section 2.3.3).  
 
Along with evaluating the design alternatives against the identified matrices, the alternatives 
were presented to the client to choose what best fits their needs. Afterwards the first round of 
usability testing was conducted using the chosen design (Refer to section 5.2.1).    

3.4.2 High fidelity prototyping  

With the outcome of the first round of usability testing, the chosen GUI designs for the PDA and 
medic applications were upgraded into high fidelity prototypes (prototypes that have the same 
layout as the final design). A high fidelity prototyping software, Proto.io,  was used to create the 
high fidelity prototypes. The software was chosen for its ability to build the application screens 
along with the appropriate user interactions with a drag-and-drop interface, requiring 
significantly less time than functional Android prototypes resulting in fast design iteration 
turnaround. For usability testing, proto.io prototypes can be viewed on a smartphone, which 
realistically simulates the design while testing.  
The high fidelity prototypes for the PDA and the medic were tested in a second round of 
usability testing (Refer to section 5.2.2). The outcome of the testing resulted in a new iteration of 
the high fidelity prototype which accounted for the usability heuristic violations that were 
discovered and user recommendations from testing (Refer to Appendix D and E for high fidelity 
prototypes).   
  

3.4.3 Functioning Android prototype 

To take all the UI design and testing recommendations into the actual Android application, the 
high fidelity prototypes were used by the development team to try to create an identical static (ie, 
no data connected to the UI components) Android UI. Where an exact Android equivalent of a 
UI component was not possible, or where the effort was not worth the results, the team human 
factors experts were consulted on potential alternatives.  
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Some areas of the UI required considerably more effort than others; notably, the graphs in both 
the PDA application and the Individual Soldier page of the medic. While an Android library was 
imported to draw the graphs automatically, it required some customization to achieve the results 
desired. This was not an uncommon theme; the development team used several Android UI 
component libraries, but either extended them (in the case of the graphs and graph labels) or in 
the case of the PDA menu bar, forked the open source library to customize it to the UI needs. 
Throughout the course of the functional UI implementation, the development team members 
responsible for UI consulted frequently with the human factors experts to keep the UIs as closely 
aligned with proper usability heuristics as possible. 
As development progressed in the more backend areas of the applications, UI development and 
data integration development happened concurrently; that is to say, the functions to modify the 
UI depending on the data being collected were developed concurrently. (Refer to Appendix F for 
the functioning Android prototype for both views) 

 
 
Figure 1: The iterative design process (from a low fidelity version, two high fidelity versions and 
finally the functioning Android prototype) on the Homepage on the PDA application 
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Figure 2: The iterative design process (from a low fidelity version, two high fidelity versions and 
finally the functioning Android prototype) on the Squad Status page on the medic application  
 

4.0 System Integration  
This report has so far detailed isolated design decisions and iteration, and this section will go 
further to discuss how these more abstract decisions were implemented and integrated to become 
a functioning, multi-application, client-server Android system. 
 

4.1 Software Structure 

After the completion of the design proposal, the team had the results of four areas of design 
decisions as have been outlined in this project many times: processing, storage, transmission, and 
display. The development team members started designing the Android applications around these 
and the constraints that the Android framework presents. The end result is two applications with 
a similar overall three piece structure that can be seen in the architecture diagrams of figures 4 
and 5.  
In Android applications, as with many user-facing applications, there is a single UI thread 
responsible for presenting the visual elements of pages. In order to keep an application 
responsive, it is best practice that data retrieval and processing are kept off the UI thread and 
performed in the background. To that end, the structure of both the PDA and medic application is 
divided into three main components: a data management layer, a collection of background 
services that perform various data transmission and processing tasks, and the UI thread. Each of 
the three pieces communicate between each other in the same way on both applications: the data 
manager is a global application variable that can be accessed via function calls by both 
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background services and the UI thread, and background services notify the UI thread of updates 
through a publish/subscribe pattern using broadcasters and receivers.  
This organization arose as a result of implementing the skeleton of the applications: the major 
processing, storage, and transmission design decisions. A working PDA-Medic communication 
system was implemented first, where dummy data was transmitted from a single PDA to medic. 
The need to have the HTTP server running in the background of the medic application led the 
team to research background threads, and when the sleep and welfare algorithm libraries were 
pulled in, they were created in identical background services. In order to avoid repetitive code as 
more pieces were added, the data management layer was an obvious necessity and was added 
into both applications.  
 

4.1.1 Android overview 

To cover the applications’ structures in more detail, first a brief overview of the Android 
platform is required. The major Android components that the applications of this project used are 
Activities, Fragments, Services, Broadcasts, and AsyncTasks.  
Activities are the most crucial components of Android applications: they provide an entry point 
to applications as well as providing a window to draw a UI in [2]. 
Fragments represent modular, reusable sections of UI that can be used to build up a multi-pane 
UI inside an activity [3].  
Services run in the background of an application, and are used to perform long-running tasks. 
Services do not provide a user interface [4]. 
Broadcasts are a messaging system that can be used to route messages between threads and 
applications. Threads subscribe to a certain type of message and when that message type is 
broadcasted, Android automatically routes it to all subscribers [5]. 
AsyncTask is a class that allows background operations to be performed with results published 
on the UI thread without having to manually setup thread switching and communication [6].  
 

4.1.2 PDA Application Detailed Description 

The PDA application is decomposed into three activities: EntryActivity, SetupActivity, and 
BottomBarActivity. In figure 3, the workflow of application activities is shown. EntryActivity, 
as the name suggests, is the entry point of the application. It in turn starts all background services 
and determines if SetupActivity needs to be performed (i,e,, whether or not it is currently running 
for the first time). Whether or not it is, eventually the rest of the application is run by 
BottomBarActivity, which initially displays the home page fragment, then handles all user input 
and application navigation. BottomBarActivity displays one of seven fragments above its menu 
bar: home, one of four parameter detail pages (heart, breathing, core or skin temperature), 
settings, or help.  
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Figure 3: PDA application - workflow of activities, background services, and fragments 
There are also three background services on the PDA application, as shown in both figure 3 and 
4, BackgroundDataSim, BackgroundWellnessAlgo, and BackgroundUIUpdater. Again, their 
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names are self-explanatory. BackgroundDataSim is the team’s solution to a lack of actual sensors 
to connect to. It runs in the background, collecting, storing, and transmitting data to the medic 
application, as it would with real sensors. However, instead of establishing a Bluetooth 
connection with sensors, it calls on a PHP script sitting on a server with 24 hours worth of 
simulated physiological data stored in a MySQL database. It establishes an HTTP connection 
with the simulation server, then once a minute runs the PHP script with a timestamp argument. 
The PHP script builds an SQL query to gather all the rows that fall within the minute value of the 
timestamp (eg when called with 02/25/2017 08:53:20.040, returns rows with any 02/25/2017 
08:53:xy.zvw), and returns them to the application. The only data that is required at a granularity 
higher than a minute is the sleep algorithm, which requires the sum of the acceleration 
magnitudes within a minute, so the service calculates this sum, then both saves and transmits a 
single row of data: the most recent row with the individual x, y, and z axis accelerometer data 
replaced by a single summed magnitude. As denoted in figure 4, BackgroundDataSim and other 
services save to the database through the data manager.  
The BackgroundWellnessAlgo service is a service that schedules the welfare algorithm to be run 
once a minute in perpetuity. When an overall status (red, yellow, green) is calculated for a given 
row of data, it is saved back to the database with the status as an additional attribute of that row. 
BackgroundWellnessAlgo also broadcasts when it finishes calculating in order to update the 
notifications of abnormal parameters in the menu bar. 
Finally, the BackgroundUIUpdater is used for those pages with graphs, and broadcasts the data 
that is graphed when it is collected and available.   
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Figure 4: PDA application architecture 
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4.1.3 Medic Application Detailed Description 

Without getting into the detail of what data is displayed and where, the structure of the medic 
application largely follows that of the PDA, except for a few notable differences that are 
mentioned in this section.  
The medic’s activities are subdivided differently than the PDA. Since the medic does not require 
the user to input any information before beginning to use the application, there is no setup 
activity, and only two activities total: HomeActivity, which runs the application navigation and 
manages fragments (like BottomBarActivity in the PDA), and HelpActivity, which runs 
separately and handles configuration of the welfare algorithm and a help page. With these 
differences, there is no separate entry activity; HomeActivity is the entry point of the application 
and starts background services. 
The medic’s background services are largely the same as the PDA’s, with the addition of a 
periodically scheduled sleep algorithm service. In the medic, the data simulation service is 
replaced by an HTTP server. It receives PDA requests and stores them in the tablet’s database. 
Instead of having a dedicated background UI updating service, the medic application sticks to 
direct broadcasts and broadcast receivers, where the fragments subscribe directly to one of the 
messages sent out by background services. For example, the server service broadcasts when a 
new soldier is added. 
The final differences are in data volume: since the medic has to be able to process and present 10 
times the amount of data as the PDA, more UI functionality has to be run in the background, 
meaning there were areas that needed to be relegated to AsyncTasks. The UI processing utilities 
section of figure 5 outlines these.   
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 Figure 5: Medic 
application 

architecture 
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4.2 Layout  

The team employed a combination of human factors design from industrial engineering and 
software design to find a balance between the initially designed high fidelity prototype for the 
two main user interfaces and the final user interface. Any differences between the two GUIs is 
brought about by software restrictions as well as time constraints. 
 
PDA 
The final PDA user interface is different than the high fidelity prototype in the following areas: 

● Menu bar changes: menu tab icons do not change in color to indicate an abnormal 
parameter; instead, they show a coloured notification type badge (see appendix N). 

● First time introductory tutorial not implemented due to time constraints (see appendix K).     
 
Medic 
The final Medic view user interface differs from the high fidelity prototype in the following 
areas: 

● Help Page: The proposed design from the last round of usability testing involves the use 
of interactive headers. However, this could not be implemented due to time constraints 
thus the final design presents all the data on a scrollable page, which was the first 
iteration in the design of the help page.  

● Tutorial: A tutorial was designed on the high fidelity software to help users understand 
the layout and contents of the app. However, this was not implemented on the final 
design due to time constraints (see appendix K). 

 

5.0 System Testing  
The following section outlines two areas of testing: software and usability. The software testing 
section measures how the application uses various device resources such as memory and network 
bandwidth, to quantify exactly how the applications performed against the minimal resource 
usage objective. The usability testing section covers several rounds of UI prototype testing and 
their results, and how the UI changed over time due to these tests.  
 
 

5.1 Software Testing 

The applications were evaluated based on memory consumption, CPU utilization and network 
utilization. 
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Figure 6: Colour legend for Figures 7 & 8 
 
Below is an example of the Medic side device memory (RAM) consumption in a typical use case 
with 2 soldiers and medium frequency access to soldier’s data. As can be seen it typically uses 
35-40 MB of memory, which is a very low consumption level for today’s computing devices, 
given that many have several gigabytes of RAM. 
 

 
Figure 7: Medic application RAM consumption with 2 soldiers in the system 
 
Below is an example of the PDA side device memory (RAM) consumption at any given moment. 
As can be seen it typically uses 15-20 MB of memory. 

 
Figure 8: PDA application RAM consumption 
 
 

 
Figure 9: Legend for Figures 10 and 11 
 
Below is an example of the medic application CPU utilization in a use case with 2 soldiers and 
medium frequency access to soldier’s data. As can be seen CPU utilization is extremely minimal 
for processors found on modern mobile devices. Similarly still for embedded devices with slow 
(4-8 MHz) processors, which means even legacy military devices that has such a processor there 
should not be performance issues, as the amount of instructions are very low. 
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Figure 10: Medic application CPU utilization 
 
Below is an example of the PDA side CPU utilization at any given moment. Similarly to the 
medic application CPU utilization is extremely minimal. 

 
Figure 11: PDA application CPU utilization 
 

 (Tx = Transmit, Rx = Receive) 
Figure 12: legend for Figures 13 and 14 
 
Below is an example of the medic application network utilization in a use case with 2 soldiers. 
As can be understood from the graph the amount of data that is received is at most 1 MB/s which 
is manageable when considering almost all wireless devices have a bandwidth between 0.5 
MBps and 100 Mbps. Network utilization here is very periodic as we’re using the Timer 
subroutine in the Android’s library to send the data. 
 

 
 
Figure 13: Medic application network utilization 
 
Below is an example of the PDA side network utilization at any given moment similarly it is 
very manageable with wireless devices currently on the market. Similarly network utilization 
here is very periodic for the data being received for the same reason. 
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Figure 14: PDA application network utilization 
 
In summary, computing resource usage is very minimal without any kind of additional 
compression or performance optimization. 
 

5.2 Usability Testing 

The PDA and the medic application user interfaces were iteratively tested and redesigned several 
times throughout the course of this project, sometimes with minor, occasionally major resulting 
changes. This section provides an overview of the usability testing performed in terms of the 
protocol followed, user characteristics and test outcomes. 
 

5.2.1 Usability testing round #1 

The first round of the usability testing was performed after creating the first low fidelity 
prototype based on the established requirements (see section 2.0). The first prototypes were 
created using a sketching software called Balsamiq, and several prototypes were created to 
present the various UI design alternatives that the team proposed. This round of the usability 
testing was informal. The human factors team members explained the different prototypes to 
both the client and the supervisor whilst the other team members and noted the comments and 
concerns that arose from each prototype. The testing was exclusively conducted on the client and 
team members. The goal of the testing was to evaluate alternatives, better understand the client 
needs and requirements and to determine the type of data to be displayed and the message 
intended to be provided to the users. The outcome of this round of usability testing was used to 
choose the UI alternative to move forward with, along with metrics that were developed to 
evaluate the alternatives (see section 3.4 for matrices). Refer to Appendix C for the low fidelity 
prototypes.  
 

5.2.2 Usability testing round #2 

This round of testing was conducted using the high fidelity prototype created for each of the 
applications (Refer to Appendix D). The testing was performed in a controlled environment, 
since the design team did not have access to potential system users (soldiers and medics). 
According to the Nielsen rule of five, which indicates that running tests on 5 participants will 
identify 85% of the system’s usability issues [7], five participants were randomly chosen in the 
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student lounges at the University of Toronto. The participants were walked through the purpose 
of the testing, informed of the expected testing time, and eventually provided with a consent 
form to sign (Refer to  Appendix G). Once the testing began, the users interacted with the app 
during which they were asked to perform four tasks to test the clarity of information displayed as 
well as the efficiency of use. Users were also requested to think aloud as they interacted with the 
app. Observation notes were taken during the testing as well as time to complete the tasks. Refer 
to Appendix H and I for the complete usability protocol. The last step of the testing involved 
users filling out a System Usability Scale (SUS), a 10-item questionnaire with five response 
options from respondents that provided insight on the usability of the applications (Refer to 
Appendix J for the SUS form). The usability testing outcomes for each of the applications is 
presented below:   
 
PDA 
The high level goal of this testing was to evaluate the usability of the high fidelity prototype and 
identify any areas of potential usability issues. Users were presented with a scenario that they are 
soldiers part of the Canadian forces, to eliminate any biases while testing. Afterwards the users 
were given four tasks to perform, while the test investigator timed the users. The average time 
taken to complete each of the four tasks is presented below: 
 
         1) View current heart rate: 02.49 seconds 
         2) View historical respiration rate data: 01.90 seconds 
         3) View current core temperature: 01.12 seconds   
         4) Change weight: 03.46 seconds 
 
The best way to translate the findings is that the system establishes a good learnability over time, 
as the time needed to perform the second task was less than the first one, this is due to users 
being more familiar with the system. The third task however took longer than the second one, 
because most of the users could not identify the icon used to represent the temperature. The last 
task took the longest time again due to ambiguity of the icon leading to the setting page. Other 
usability issues found in this testing by page are as follows: 
 
 
         1) Home page (refer to Figure 15):   

● The settings/profile icon was not clear: some users though the avatar icon was a 
placeholder for a picture as conventionally used on most social media platforms.  

● The plus sign in the overall health indicator icon was misleading to some users as 
they thought it corresponded to adding an account. 

● Both the skin and core temperature (thermometer) icons in the menu bar was not 
easy to interpret for some users.  
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Figure 15: Usability issues on the PDA home page 

 
    2) Graphs (refer to Figure 16): 

● In each detailed parameter page the graphs used to represent historical data were 
not easily interpreted by most of the test participants. The green,red,yellow lines 
were not a clear indication of the data presented and the parameter ranges.  

        

                                                          
Figure 16: Usability issues in PDA graphing 

 
   3) Setting/profile page (refer to Figure 17) 

● Incomplete use case: users did not receive any feedback from the system after 
tapping on the pen icon to edit their profile information.  
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Figure 17: Usability issues in PDA Settings/Edit page 

 
The recommendations from this round of usability testing were used to alter the high fidelity 
prototype to solve the usability issues that arose (see section 3.4 for details), the new high fidelity 
prototype contained a help page that provided the users with all the needed guidance to recover 
for errors and use the application properly. As well as designing an introductory tutorial for the 
application, where users will be presented with once they open the application for the first time, 
the tutorial will give the users an overview of the application and familiarize them with the icons.  
The System Usability Scale score was 79.5 which indicates good system usability as it falls 
above the average score of 68 [8]. 
 
Medic  
The goal of this round of usability testing was to identify the usability issues that would arise 
from interacting with the application. Although the participants used were not a sample 
population of the intended users, there were two students with a medical background who  
provided insightful feedback. The four post-testing questions were aimed at gathering more 
information that would lead to a better interface design through the addition of new features or 
fine tuning the existing interface. Results from this round were presented to the client during the 
Design Review and Critique (Refer to Section 3.4) The System Usability Scale score was 73.75 
which is above the average score of 68 [8]. Measuring task time is important during usability 
testing since it helps predict the efficiency of the interface. Contrary to the PDA application, task 
time was not recorded in the medic usability testing since it was observed that users tended to be 
more thorough and consistently double checked their responses since they knew they were being 
tested (Hawthorne Effect) consequently increasing the task time [9]. This could also be attributed 
to the fact that the users did not have a medical background hence the tendency to doubt 
themselves more. 
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The main issues that arose in this round of testing were (Refer to Appendix D for the complete 
prototype used in the testing): 

1. Squad Status 
a. One participant cited that it would be helpful to define the colors used in the 

application. 
2. Name List 

a. There was confusion on the trend indicated by arrows. Participants were not sure 
if the arrows were based on purely numerical trends or trends in status (ie whether 
a red up arrow meant a heart rate was increasing, or that the heart rate was just 
trending further into the red zone, which could mean it was increasing or 
decreasing into the dangerously high heart rate zone or dangerously low heart rate 
zone).  

b. The lateral body position icon did not provide comprehensive information on 
whether the soldier was lying down on his/her stomach or back. 

c. There was limited user freedom in sorting the various columns on the page. 
3. Individual Soldier 

a. The active body orientation icon was not clear. 
b. Two other body orientation icons that indicated lying on one’s stomach and lying 

on the back were not clear to some participants. 
c. The intermediate health status range was not shown on the graph hence hindering 

graph interpretation. 

 
Figure 18 : Usability Issues on the Individual Soldier Page on the Medic Application 

4. Treatment Screen 
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a. The radio buttons were too small and most people expressed that they interacted 
more with checkboxes when choosing amongst options.  

b. Participants expressed dissatisfaction due to the lack of a confirmatory message 
after filling out the 9-Liner.  

  
Figure 19 : Usability Issues on the Treatment Screen Page of the Medic Application 
 

5. General  
a. Inconsistent transitions from page to page or within contents of a page were cited 

as a major issue that affected the user interactions and their efficiency. 
 

Most of these issues were resolved through the addition of a Help Page while the rest were 
solved through fine tuning the interface design. A final high fidelity prototype was presented to 
the client during the design critique where the proposed final design was approved for 
integration. A third round of usability testing was done to test the efficiency of the changes 
made. 
 

5.2.3 Usability testing round #3 

Testing with new high fidelity prototype  
The recommendations from Usability Testing Round # 2 were implemented on the high fidelity 
software and later tested on a different set of ten participants (Refer to Appendix E for the 
prototypes). The same protocol and procedure (Refer to Section 5.2.2) was used in conducting 
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the usability testing. The main focus was how users interacted with the help page as well as the 
introductory tutorial. There were no major usability issues resulting from this round of testing. 
 
Soldier group testing 
The client had the opportunity to meet with a group of 10 soldier to test the PDA interface. The 
design team provided the client with the high fidelity prototype (refer to Appendix E for the 
prototype used, with the minor difference of missing a setup page). The testing began by asking 
the soldiers to look at the interface and describe what they understand from it. The following is a 
list of comments provided by the soldiers:  
 

● Some users have tried to interpret the “checklist” icon at the center of the colour-
coded circle as meaning something in particular (see Figure 20). 

● Most people have agreed that if the status changes, something on the home screen 
should indicate why it has changed. For example, one suggestion was that when 
status changes the icon corresponding to the “offending” measure should appear 
in the interior of the main indicator circle. 

● Another suggestion was that the numerical values of the individual measures 
appear in or above the ribbon icons on the home screen 

● Users commented on the font size of the current numerical value placed on the top 
of each parameter page, that the value should be larger than what is presented in 
the prototype. 

 
 Figure 20: the checklist icon from the PDA application home page 

 
 
 
Expert Usability Testing   
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A usability expert from the Interactive Media Lab at the University of Toronto evaluated the 
PDA and medic application and compared the interfaces against industry best practices and 
Nielsen's usability heuristics. The expert was walked through the design and was later requested 
to critique the interface and its interactions (Refer to Appendix F for the PDA interface and E for 
the medic interface). 
The following were the comments on both interfaces: 
 
PDA 
The results of the PDA expert usability testing were mainly positive. Feedback provided was 
related to the use of the application and the operating environment conditions. Due to time and 
resource constraints some of the comments from the usability testing could not be implemented, 
however the design team have proposed solutions to eliminate the usability violations indicated 
(see development plan section). These outcomes and proposed solutions are presented in Table 1.  
 
Table 1: PDA Application Expert Usability Testing Feedback 

Usability testing expert feedback Design team response 

Font size used throughout the application 
should consider the actual distance of the 
device from the user’s face. 

The design team does not have access to the 
actual PDA, so the font size used in the 
application could not be tested in real 
scenarios to ensure visibility.  

In each parameter page the current value does 
not have the corresponding unit: users will 
have to look at the graph to determine it. 
Adding the units will lower the user’s 
cognitive load.  

The comment was passed to the software 
team. The units are added to the current value 
of each parameter displayed at the top of each 
parameter page. (see figure 21) 
 

Chart literacy: since users might not be 
comfortable reading graphs, good design in 
presenting the current value. However, the 
time axis is unclear. Currently labeled from 
left to right 0-10, it is possible to read 0 as the 
most recent data point instead of the intended 
10.  

The software team investigated, and the 
particular graphing library used is 
exceptionally strict on the x-axis: must be 
increasing values, cannot show labels like (t-
0, t-1,...).  
 

Placement of the settings icon on each page of 
the application: should differentiate between 
global and local icons. The placement of the 
settings icon in each page might mislead the 
user to think that it contains page specific 

The settings page will be explained 
thoroughly in the introductory tutorials. 
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settings.  

Menu tab colour changes from active to 
inactive as the user navigates between pages 
may be too subtle for some lighting.  

Inactive tab grey was lightened to create a 
greater contrast between active and inactive 
pages. However, the design team does not 
have access to a PDA device or can not 
conduct usability testing in operating 
environment, the changes made can not be 
tested. 
   
 

Change tab icon color instead of displaying a 
notification badge in menu: when the overall 
health status changes the parameter 
responsible for the change will have a 
notification indicating the level of change (red 
or yellow). To increase visibility change the 
color of the icon to red or yellow.   
 

The library used to develop the menu bar was 
not easily manipulated to changing icon 
colours once they were set. A design of the 
menu bar with the icons changing colors is 
part of the development plan.  
 
 

Figure 21: one of the PDA parameter pages before (left) and after (right) adding units 
(cropped). 

 
Medic  
Most of the feedback provided was on future work (Refer to Section 6) given the short time 
frame to completion of the design project and the level of consultation required between the team 
and the client for the purpose of design change approval. The following are the outcomes and 
their proposed solutions: 
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Table 2: Medic Application Expert Usability Testing Feedback 

Usability testing expert feedback Design team response 

Squad Status page: Users should be able to 
zoom in on the bull’s eye graphic to obtain 
details such as what ring belongs to a 
particular soldier. 
 

The objective of the page is to provide  a 
general outlook of the health status of the 
team, which aligns with the client 
requirements. Details on each soldier are 
displayed in subsequent pages, this eliminates 
redundancy. 

Name List page: The abbreviation of some 
physiological parameters (HR and RR) should 
be changed to their complete forms to be 
obvious to all medics what the abbreviations 
refer to, Heart Rate and Respiration Rate. 

Since the app has a niche target user 
population, the medics have encountered the 
abbreviations in their career hence minimal 
chances of confusion of the abbreviated 
words. 

Individual Soldier: A change in the position of 
the 9-Liner button to a more conspicuous 
position since if it was required to escalate the 
medical needs of a particular individual 
soldier, it would be more beneficial to have it 
at the top rather than bottom of page. 

The comment was passed to the software 
team and the position changed to reflect the 
recommendation.  
 

Treatment Screen: The 9-Liner should have 
auto-generated information that would help 
identify the soldier to whom the 9-Liner 
belongs to and reduce the number of fields 
that have to be filled out by the medic. 

The recommendation has been addressed in 
the development plan of this document (Refer 
to section 6). 
 

Treatment Screen: The user should have the 
freedom of choosing alternative forms of input 
on the ‘Notes’ section on the 9-Liner. 
Alternative modes of input could be audio, for 
example. A clarification was also sought on 
the process of submitting a 9-Liner.  

The team expressed uncertainty of the 
architecture behind the 9-Liner and as such 
have addressed it as a future work for 
consideration (Refer to Section 6). 
 

Help Page: The help page icon on each page 
should lead the user to a page that helps 
clarify the content of that particular page, 
rather than a global help page.  

The recommendation has been addressed in 
the development plan of this document (Refer 
to section 6).  
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6.0 Development plan/ Recommendations 
This section includes the proposed development plan and recommendations to be further 
implemented. 

6.1 UI Recommendations 

The following list details the recommendations made for enhancing the UI design of the 
applications: some areas were designed and not implemented, and others are recommendations 
resulting from the expert usability performed. 
 

1. First time introductory tutorial for the application 
Tutorials are designed for both the PDA and the medic applications, a prototype has been 
provided for the client (Refer to Appendix K). The introductory tutorials were an 
outcome from the second round of the usability testing. Due to time and resources 
constraints, the team was not able to implement the tutorials in the final product.  

2. Notifications 
The design team had proposed in the project requirements document that the system 
would send automatic notifications to both the soldier and the medic when the 
physiological indicators went beyond or below the thresholds. However, the lack of 
sensors was a huge barrier to implementing the proposal as well as the time constraints, 
so this is an area that can be further developed in future work. 

3. Medic Name List page 
The initial prototype had recommended additional columns (battery level and last 
updated) on the Name List page of the medic application. The columns were designed 
with an aim to provide more information on the soldier’s PDA device so that anomalies 
in the data displayed could be accounted for. However, sensors were not available hence 
the team could not be in a position to obtain such data thus the two columns were 
removed. Again, in future development with sensors this should be considered. 

4. PDA - Change icon color instead of notification icon   
The existing design of the PDA notifies the soldier when the physiological parameters are 
beyond or below the thresholds by having an alert icon beside the affected parameter 
icon. The design team would like to recommend a change in colour of the physiological 
parameters icon to reflect the status of that parameter. Usability testing would help 
determine the efficiency of both designs in advancing the objective of visibility of 
physiological status (refer to Appendix N for prototype). 

5. Help page icon   
During the expert usability testing, it was suggested that each help page icon on the 
medic application should lead to a different page (local help) that clarified content from 
that particular page (Refer to Appendix L). This would minimize the amount of 
information on the existing help page which currently contains all clarifications for the 
application (global help). 
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6. Assigning 9-liner  
Feedback from the expert usability testing suggested that it was necessary to assign a 9-
Liner to a soldier as soon as possible. Thus changes were suggested on the location of the 
link to the Treatment Screen, potentially on the Name List page beside each soldier’s 
name or at the top part on the Individual Soldier page. The suggestions are yet to be 
tested upon and hence it is advisable to do usability testing before implementing the 
changes (Refer to Appendix M). 

7. Commander UI 
A similar design to that on the medic’s homepage has been suggested for showing the 
overall health status for the team. The bull’s eye having been tested on participants 
during usability testing would be most viable in representing an overall team status. 
 

6.2 UI Areas for further research 

The following list details areas that require more in depth usability testing and research with 
actual devices and in the service environment to determine how they may be implemented. 
 

1. Font size - consider actual distance from user’s face  
Further research is recommended to determine the optimal font size of the PDA 
application considering the actual distance of the device from the face. The font size used 
on the app assumes that the device is used just as a smartphone.  

2. Notification of Medic on Team 
It was recommended that the system should send alerts to the medic when soldiers join a 
team, and/or are rejected because the maximum number of soldiers a medic is responsible 
for has been reached. In this project, a medic is responsible for 10 soldiers. Usability 
testing would be required to determine how best the alerts would be presented 
considering the other higher priority tasks.  

3. Treatment Screen - 9-Liner form  
Other forms of display of the form on electronic devices could be explored rather than 
copying the paper format. However, it is important to adhere to the human factors 
objective of establishing a match between the system and the real world since the form is 
widely used in the medical military service environment. 
 
Other forms of data entry on this page such as speech recognition could be considered 
too, and their efficiency determined through usability testing. This could be particularly 
important on the notes section of the 9-Liner where the medic inputs more information 
about a particular soldier. 
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6.3 Software Development plan 

Due to the constraints of this project, there are a several areas that need further software written 
to achieve a usable system; namely, interfacing the current applications with actual physiological 
sensors. Furthermore, given that the actual PDA to be used will not be an Android device, the 
PDA application will need to be converted to an application that can be run on the given 
platform. Additionally, while the scope of this project assumed that a commander would have the 
same view as the medic squad status page, a standalone application needs to be designed to 
display that view on whatever device the commander uses. Finally, at any stage, secondary 
functions and human factors recommendations can be implemented to add features to enhance 
the system. There are also areas of optimization that could be further researched to streamline the 
system.  
 
Sensors 
To convert the PDA application to one that connects to actual sensors, the changes should be 
isolated to the background data simulation service (BackgroundDataSim.java). Here is where all 
data collection is currently performed. Since the potential sensors are the Equivital LifeMonitor 
or the Hexoskin SmartShirt, the application will have to establish and save a reference to a 
Bluetooth connection. Depending on the sensor API, the application will either have to listen for 
data from the sensors or poll the sensors for data. In whichever case, the application should 
continue to perform this in the background, as it currently does with the simulation data. Since 
the team created the simulation data in the format that the sensor package saves data, the process 
of saving the data once it is collected should remain the same.  
 
PDA Platform 
Converting the PDA application from Android to another platform will involve several steps. 
Firstly, the welfare algorithm is a pure java library with no Android components, so it is able to 
be taken as is and imported into another application. The rest of the application uses many 
Android specific components, and the UI is built entirely of Android components. Since the 
potential PDA platform has other applications on it, it can be assumed that it has some sort of 
user interface framework that will have similar basic UI elements to Android (ie text boxes, 
images, buttons) and these will likely be able to be converted directly. More complex elements 
such as graphs and the navigation menu may not have analogous components however and 
would have to be implemented by hand. However, again, since there are other applications that 
are a part of this platform there should be at least a framework for a developer to build their own 
UI components relatively easy. The same applies to the non UI Android components that were 
used (such as Activities and Services as described earlier). These sorts of elements, if lacking 
analogous components in the PDA platform, can be built up using java threading libraries. 
 
Commander Application 
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Depending on what device the commander uses, the commander application can either be built 
using identical pieces of code from the medic tablet, or like the PDA, will have to be converted 
to another platform. Either way, it contains the same logic as the medic squad status page and 
can be designed off of this. 
 
Secondary Functions 
The initial secondary functions proposed for the system, background notifications and a 
subscription notification service, could be implemented to add functionality to both applications. 
On the medic side, a subscription UI would need to be designed and implemented for the medic 
to create subscriptions, then the actual notifications could be implemented via actual Android 
subscriptions and broadcasts as other areas of the application already use. 
 

6.4 Software areas for further research 

The final prototype of the system has PDAs connect to a medic by inputting the medic’s IP. The 
medic currently does not ‘accept’ or ‘reject’ connections; if it has 10 soldiers transmitting data, it 
will ignore the 11th, or if it receives a request without the proper information it will respond with 
an error, but there is no indication on either end whether or not the connection was successfully 
established. A better alternative would be to research a way with which PDAs can ‘search’ for 
the medic server (instead of needing an IP address) and be paired with a medic. In addition more 
functionality could be added around notifying a user if a connection is lost or rejected.  
There are also opportunities to better manage data depending on how the system is to be used. 
For example, it would be useful to determine the frequency updates a medic requires to 
effectively monitor a soldier; if updates are required less frequently than one minute (what the 
current system uses), data transmissions on the PDA could be buffered and sent in larger chunks, 
less frequently, in order to reduce the total number of messages being sent across the network. In 
addition, what information is transmitted could be determined more efficiently (ie if there is no 
change in data, do not bother sending that transmission) in order to reduce not just messages 
transmitted, but overall bytes transmitted. It would also be worthwhile to consider compressing 
data both for reducing on-disk memory usage for both devices and reducing transmitted 
information. 
 
 
 
 
 

7.0 Deliverable details and setup 
The deliverables for DRDC will include the following components: 

1. Compiled Android SDKS for client and medic 
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2. Entire codebase for client, medic, welfare algo, sleep algo, modified open-source library 
to implement the PDA menu 

3. All images used in the applications 
4. Data generation script, PHP query script and server configuration file for creating a 

simulation environment  
 
The following steps detail setting up your own simulation environment as we have done to use 
for demonstration purposes. Beyond this, the compiled SDKs should require no modification for 
demonstration, only for the next steps as detailed in the software development plan in section 
6.0. 
 

1. Set up simulation environment 
a. Our server was setup using the following instructions: 

https://www.linode.com/docs/websites/hosting-a-website . If you already have 
your own server, setup phpMyAdmin on it to follow the rest of the instructions. 

b. Run simulation script 
i. If you do not have Python installed, download and install for your 

machine here: https://www.python.org/downloads/release/python-2713/ 
ii. Run the gen24HrData.py script using the gen24HrData.bat file (double 

click.) This will run the script with the default out filename of out.csv and 
will generate all parameters. To change the outfile name edit the .bat file 
and replace out.csv with your filename. 

iii. For testing purposes, the script has options to generate data that is missing 
parameters (eg setting heart rate to -1 for the whole data set).  To change 
this parameter, edit the .bat file and replace the “-a” option with any 
combination of the following: “-nhr” for no heart rate, “-nbr” for no 
breathing rate, “-nst” for no skin temperature, and “-nct” for no core 
temperature. If you use multiple options, separate each with spaces. See 
example:

 
c. Load simulation data into simulation server 

i. Because this script generates 24 hours of data at a 40 ms granularity, it 
produces a huge csv file. We used split.exe 
(https://osdn.net/projects/sfnet_splitcsv/downloads/split.exe/) to split the 
file into pieces of approximately 200000 lines to upload to the server. This 
should split the .csv into 11 files, which should then be zipped. The zipped 
files should be names out_x.csv.zip. Time permitting, we will attempt to 
build this into the script for you. 

ii. With phpMyAdmin set up, create a new database (In left hand menu, click 
the new icon for database).  

https://www.linode.com/docs/websites/hosting-a-website
https://www.python.org/downloads/release/python-2713/
https://osdn.net/projects/sfnet_splitcsv/downloads/split.exe/
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iii. Create a new table in that database: 

 
iv. Select ‘Import’:

 
v. In the resulting page, choose your first zipped file (probably named 

something like “out_0.csv.zip”, it has the header for each column), check 
the box that says “The first line of the file contains the table column 
names”, and press “GO”. 

vi. The file will take several minutes to upload, but when it’s finished should 
have created a new table for you, generically named TABLE X, where X 
is a number. If you get an error, but the new table is still created, just 
continue to the next step and instead of importing the second file, import 
the first again. 

vii. Click on your newly created table and go to the import tab again, and 
import the rest of your zipped files.  

d. Add PHP scripts to simulation server 
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i. In the SimServer folder, there are two files that need to be on your 
simulation server: FullSimDataConfig.inc.php, and ReadRequest.php. 

ii. Edit FullSimDataConfig.inc.php to set the following variables: 
$servername, $username, $password, $dbname to the database you have 
created. 

iii. Edit ReadRequest.php so that where it says 'SELECT * from FullSimData 
where (DateTime REGEXP :search_query)', “FullSimData” is replaced 
with your table name. If you change the filename of 
FullSimDataConfig.inc.php this must be edited as well. 

iv. Copy these files into the documentRoot folder of your server (if you 
followed the first step, will be called public_html). We used FileZilla to do 
this. 

2. Load and install SDKs onto PDAs and tablet. 
3. On PDA first run, enter all info and IP from medic that’s determined at runtime 

a. For development purposes, we’ve added a place to change the URL of the 
simulation server in the help page so that you do not have to recompile the code to 
get it working. 

 

8.0 Conclusion 
DRDC originally defined a project that did not require either cloud-based computation or remote 
cloud data storage. A system was built that, once integrated with real sensors, will be completely 
independent of a remote server. Not only this, but it is delivered with a UI that has been 
thoroughly researched and tested; as much as it could be without real users in the real service 
environment. It is delivered with a customizable welfare algorithm and a bevy of directions to 
guide further development and research. The capstone has been able to integrate all their 
disciplinary specific skills to produce the best system they could, while improving their skills in 
maintaining a client relationship and communicating design processes.     
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10.0 Appendices  

Appendix A: Hardware Specifications 

 
PDA: The Saab 9Land Soldier sPad (Pictured below) 

[10] 
 

Screen  - Dimensions 4” x 3” 
- Resolution 640px x 480px 
- Touch supported with stylus (no pinch 

gestures) 

Buttons - One application specific button 

OS - Linux based, proprietary OS 
- Ability to run Java programs 

  
Medic/Commander Tablet 
No specific model chosen by the client, but the team assumes an average Android tablet with the 
parameters in the following table. 
 

Screen - Touch screen that supports tap, swipe, and pinch gestures 
- Size: 24x17cm 

RAM - 2GB 

Permanent Storage - 32GB 

 
Network: Harris Falcon III RF-7800S SPR (Pictured below) 
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The following table comes from the radio’s datasheet. The information of interest to the team is 
the data operation measure: up to 256 kbps. This measure limits the traffic of the network, and is 
the reason for the technical objective of minimal resource usage in network bandwidth. 

[11] 
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Appendix B: Medic View Reference Design 

The team used the following example to benchmark and come up with a system that suits the 
client needs. 
 

1. GUI for a remote medical monitoring system 
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Appendix C: Low Fidelity Prototypes for the applications (Usability Testing Round # 1) 

 
PDA 
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Medic 
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Appendix D: High Fidelity Prototypes for the applications (Usability Testing Round # 2) 

1. PDA 
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2. Medic 
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Appendix E: Final High Fidelity Prototypes for the applications 

PDA 
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Medic  (Expert Usability Testing) 
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Appendix F: Final Android Prototype 
1. PDA 
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Medic 
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Appendix G: Consent Form 
I hereby consent to participate in a study conducted by Lana Alaydi and Sylvia Mwangi 
for the High Fidelity Usability test required for APS490 course offered at the  University of 
Toronto.  
 
I agree to participate in this study the purpose of which is the usability of the My Health App was  
conducted to evaluate the  high fidelity prototype and identify usability issues in the design. 
 
I understand that: 

● The procedures to be used are required for summative data analysis, evaluation and 
supporting the usability testing of the app. 

● -I will receive no compensation for my participation. 
● -I am free to withdraw before or any time during the study without the need to give any    

explanation. 
● -All materials and results will be kept confidential, and, in particular, that my name and 

any identifying or identified information will not be associated with the data. 
 
  
Participant Name (Please Print):  
  
Participant Signature:         Date:                           
         

   
Investigator(s) Name (Please Print):   
 
Investigator(s) Signature:           Date:     
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Appendix H: Usability Testing Protocol - PDA application 
 

1. Project title: DRDC My health app 
2. Investigator: Lana Alaydi (lana.alaydi@mail.utoronto.ca)  

      3.   Purpose: Identify usability issues and observe how users interact with the application. 
      4.   Process to be followed:  

● The investigator will brief the participants on the purpose of the 
application testing, and where their data will be used. Also, explain the 
consent form and ensure that all participants sign it before testing.  

● Participants will be given the high fidelity prototype to start the testing. 
Then they’re given 4 tasks to carry out using the prototype,   

● The investigator will observe and time the participants while they perform 
the assigned tasks to compare the participant approach to the ideal use 
case planned for each task. The tasks are:  

                                                                                   1) View current heart rate. 
                                                                                   2) View historical respiration rate data  
                                                                                   3) View current core temperature  
                                                                                   4) Change weight    

● The investigator will ask the participants 4 open ended questions to collect 
qualitative data once the testing process is completed. 
The questions are: 1) Did you find the icons familiar? If yes what was the             
connection made to identify the icons. If no, what did they seem like? 
                               2) Did you have any trouble with the colors, font size? 
                               3) What was the most challenging part of the testing? 
                               4) Do you have any suggestions for improving the app? 

● The investigator thanks the participants. 
      5. Participants selection: All participants chosen were University of Toronto students.  
      6. Relationships: The relationship between the participants and the design team must 

 be kept professional at all times.  
      7. Risk and benefit: There will be no risk to the participants during the usability testing. 
           The only benefit will be to contribute to improving the app design. Participants are free  
           to withdraw before or at anytime during the testing without the need to give  
           any explanations. 
      8. Consent details: The investigator will brief the participants about the purpose  
         of the testing, and explain the consent form, also ensure that all participants sign  
         the consent form prior to testing.  
     9. Compensation: Participants will receive no compensation. 
    10. Confidentiality: Information will be kept confidential by the investigator and the  
         design team. Names or other identifying or identified information will not be kept with  
         the data presented to the client.  

mailto:lana.alaydi@mail.utoronto.ca
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Appendix I: Usability Testing Protocol - Medic application 

 
1. Project title: DRDC My Health app 
2. Investigator: Sylvia Mwangi (sylvia.mwangi@mail.utoronto.ca) 

      3.   Purpose: Identify usability issues and observe how users interact with the application. 
      4.   Process to be followed:  

● The investigator will brief the participants on the purpose of the 
application testing, and where their data will be used. Also, explain the 
consent form to them and ensure that all participants sign the consent form 
before testing.  

● Participants will be given the high fidelity prototype to start the testing. 
Then they’re given different tasks to carry out using the prototype,   

● The investigator will observe the participants while they perform the 
assigned tasks and time some of the tasks. The tasks are:  

(1) Determine the trend of the heart rate of Soldier 1 on the Name List 
page 

(2) Determine the body orientation of the soldier on the Individual 
Soldier page 

(3) Determine which graph(s) displays that the soldier’s physiological 
status was at risk in some point of time 

(4) Fill in the form at the treatment screen page                                                                                     
● The investigator will ask the participants 4 open ended questions to collect 

qualitative data once the testing process is completed. 
The questions are:  

(1) How did you find the color scheme of the app as well as the 
contrast? 

(2) What other criteria would you use to sort the soldiers if any? 
(3) What feature would help you navigate the app faster? 
(4) Any suggestions on how you would you improve the app? 

● The investigator thanks the participants. 
      5. Participants selection: All participants chosen were University of Toronto students.  
      6. Relationships: The relationship between the participants and the design team must 

 be kept professional at all times.  
      7. Risk and benefit: There will be no risk to the participants during the usability testing. 
           The only benefit will be to contribute to improving the app design. Participants are free  
           to withdraw before or at anytime during the testing without the need to give  
           any explanations. 
      8. Consent details: The investigator will brief the participants about the purpose  
         of the testing, and explain the consent form, also ensure that all participants sign  
         the consent form prior to testing.  

mailto:sylvia.mwangi@mail.utoronto.ca
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     9. Compensation: Participants will receive no compensation. 
    10. Confidentiality: Information will be kept confidential by the investigator and the  
         design team. Names or other identifying or identified information will not be kept with  
         the data presented to the client.  
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Appendix J:  System Usability Scale 
 
 Kindly mark your responses on the grid provided 
                                                                                    Strongly                        Strongly 
                                                                                              disagree                         agree 
 

 1 2 3 4 5 

1. I think that I would like to use this system frequently       

2. I found the system unnecessarily complex        

3. I thought the system was easy to use       

4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to 
   be able to use this system  

     

5. I found the various functions in this system were well 
integrated 

     

6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system      

7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this 
system very quickly 

     

8. I found the system very cumbersome to use      

9. I felt very confident using the system      

10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going 
   with this system 

     

 
Note: When calculating SUS score; for each of the odd numbered questions subtract one from 
the score, and for the even numbered questions subtract their value from 5, afterwords add up the 
values then multiply the score by 2.5.   
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Appendix K: Applications tutorial pages  

 
PDA: 
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Medic: 
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Appendix L: Recommendation - Local Help Page 
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Appendix M: Development Plan - Position change of access to 9-Liner Form 

 

 
Existing design   Proposed design 
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Appendix N: Development Plan - change of menu color for the PDA 
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